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appeared to have succeeded for some time. The friends
of reform, routed by perfidious accusations and hypo-
critical defenses, and discouraged by the abuses of their
own government and the encroachments of foreign pow-
ers, put aside temporarily all thought of resistance.
Those who could not submit without complaint preferred
to exile themselves voluntarily and take refuge in Switz-
erland, in France, or in England. Others resigned them-
selves, suffered, and waited. But the administrative and
political disorganization continued only to weaken the
nation. This truce of bewilderment and discouragement
lasted approximately ten years.
In 1894 the Armenian disturbances at Sassoun drew
general attention to the disastrous consequences of this
state of things; from that time, revolts followed one after
another—in September, 1895, at Constantinople, two
months later at Diarbekr, in June, 1895, at Van, and two
months later again at Constantinople. National aspira-
tions, revived by revolutionary propaganda, tried in this
way to bring on intervention by the Great Powers, basing
their demands on Articles 21,23, 61, and 62 of the Treaty
of Berlin, which conferred the right to intervene in Turk-
ish domestic affairs. Even these violent efforts did not
yet attain the political results aimed at; they did have
a considerable influence in Turkish circles, where alarm
was felt at this imminent danger. On the 16th of Novem-
ber, 1895, the Ottoman constitutional party published
abroad a ringing proclamation, demanding reforms from
the Sultan. Excitement spread in the capital, and
shortly afterward (in September, 1896), the famous oc-
cupation of the Ottoman Bank took place. In Constan-
tinople the Young Turks were arrested en masse. On
the sixth day of December the Liberal Ottoman commit-
tee published abroad a new political manifesto, demand-
ing that the constitution of 1876 be put into effect. There
followed almost unceasing violent attacks, demands at

